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These two models are sold as options, half is
payed now and half at the time of presentation.

POWERED BY EMOTION
Mårten Spångberg

INTERNAL CONFLICT
Krõõt Juurak
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Solo performed
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BAD MOOD

ANIMAL PERFORMANCES (FOR ANIMALS)
ANIMAL
Alex Bailey
andPERFORMANCES
Krõõt Juurak (FOR ANIMALS)
Alex Bailey and Krõõt Juurak

Performance
for pets,
variable
duration
according
Performance
for pets,
variable
duration
according
to the pet.
to the pet.
€ 1299 € 1299

POLITICAL THERAPY

POLITICAL
THERAPY
Valentina
Desideri
Valentina Desideri

A series of seven one-to-one political therapy
sessions
with the
artist.
A series
of seven
one-to-one
political therapy
sessions with the artist.
€ 4000

€ 4000
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Mood transmittable according to its availability.

Mood transmittable according to its availability.
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